
GSR Committee Report for the April GSB meeting
If anyone would like to contact the GSR committee, please email

gsrcommittee@underearnersanonymous.org.

Greetings Board Members and fellows in recovery,

Here is the GSR Committee report for the month of April

GSRC MEETING DATE: 04/11/21

PRESIDED BY: George G, Vice-Chair, and Quin B, Chair

SECRETARY:  Janine I, Michele M

GSR COUNT: 31

NON GSRs PRESENT: 1

GSR OPEN SHARES AND TOPICS:

● A GSR shared on making time for Board committee reports at the GSRC.  I informed the
member as of now, GSRs are able to attend GSB meetings (when in session) to get the
reports of those committees.  I clarified the GSRC is the space where UA meetings and
GSRs can share on and create solutions for  meeting concerns .

● A member shared on the Group Inventory Centering Thought, “Do we have a
clearly-defined way of sharing power or does all power reside in the hands of a
favored few?”

“I have served as a state delegate and fell in love with Robert’s rules.  I’ve been a
WSO secretary for a newer fellowship.  In UA, we can trip over words like god / god free,
he, or she, accountability, responsibility, and service.  I feel like the only power is a HP. If
we stick to Tradition two, we’ll keep on growing.  Those statements are concerning about
clearly defining ways of sharing power.  With openness and effort with how this business
meeting presents itself is really good.  I feel like as a new GSR I am welcome to
participate.”

GSRC MOTIONS PRESENTED & STATUS:

Motion to establish a GSRC Group Inventory Subcommittee



Status:  Passed - Vote of acclamation
Amendment Passed   In Favor - 20, Opposed:  6 Abstain:  3

This motion will allow for the GSRC to create a subcommittee to generate and
implement a group inventory of the GSRC.  The goal is to develop a group inventory
process that can be used in UA.  The developed process, once used by the GSRC for
itself, will be submitted to the UA World Service Level for consideration as a piece of UA
literature.
The passed amendment allows members who have served previously as Chair,
Co-Chair, or Vice-Chair to serve as the Secretary or Chair of this committee.

Motion to Approve Funding of the  the GSRC Website
Status: Postponed till May 09, 2021

Report submitted by:  Quin B, UA GSRC Chair


